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CaixaBank, Spanish leader in sustainable financing among 
banks in Europe in the first half of the year 

 

• Refinitiv ranks the bank fifth in Europe in this type of financing, making it 

the highest positioned Spanish bank in the ranking. 

 

• CaixaBank granted €7.2 billion in sustainable financing in the first half of 

the year, 45% more than the volume financed in 2020 as a whole.  

 

• The bank also participated in ESG bond issues in Spain and Portugal for 

€14.6 billion in the first half of the year, double the amount issued in the 

whole of 2020. 

 

• CaixaBank is positioned as the institution with the largest volume of its own 

Green and Social Bond in euros. 

 

 

Barcelona, 16 August 2021 

CaixaBank is the leading Spanish bank in sustainable financing in Europe in the first half of 

the year, according to the Refinitiv ranking, which places the bank fifth in Europe in this type 

of financing. 

CaixaBank granted €7.2 billion in sustainable financing in the first half of this year, 45% more 

than the volume financed in 2020, consolidating its position as one of the bank's focal points 

of activity. 

Of this amount, Refinitiv considered US$5.9 billion for its ranking (see appendix), derived 

from operations in which CaixaBank is considered as a top tier lender by the information 

platform. 

A relevant part of sustainable financing has been formalised under the format of sustainable 

loans (ESG-Linked), which link the interest rate of the financing to sustainable objectives 

(KPIs or ESG Ratings). In this category, CaixaBank has closed 38 transactions worth €3.73 

billion in 2021. These include Acciona's sustainable syndicated financing, the largest to date 

in Spain and a global pioneer in guaranteeing the impacts set as objectives in the financing, 

Atresmedia's syndicated loan, which became the first sustainable loan in Spain in the 

audiovisual sector, or the syndicated sustainable financing transactions signed with Naturgy, 

Roca or Werfen. In all these transactions, CaixaBank acted as Sustainability Coordinator and 

Agent.  
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Meanwhile, CaixaBank has issued 8 green loans worth €211 million. Green loans are 

characterised for financing projects with a direct positive environmental impact. Within this 

category, it is worth highlighting the financing granted in February to the Barcelona 

Metropolitan Area to finance its sustainable mobility programme and Cúbico's renewable 

energy project 'Project Finance', both public operations. 

In transactions, CaixaBank is leading innovation in Spain in this product segment, mobilising 

€3.34 million in nine transactions linked to transactional products, including several 

operations with Endesa, with which the bank formalised the first sustainable factoring in the 

Spanish market in 2020. 

€14.6 billion euros in sustainable issuances 

In terms of capital market activity, the bank participated in ESG bond issuances in Spain and 

Portugal for €14.6 billion in the first half of the year, double the total volume registered in 

2020. Specifically, in 2021, it participated as bookrunner in the issuance of 13 bonds rated 

as green, social or sustainable. 

As part of sustainable activity carried out by CaixaBank in the first half of the year in the 

capital markets, it is worth highlighting the Green or Sustainable Bonds of Red Eléctrica, 

Telefónica, Iberdrola or Enel, and the Sustainable Bond issuances of the Basque country, 

Madrid and Andalusia Autonomous Communities.  

Meanwhile, CaixaBank has continued its commitment to a funding policy linked to 

sustainability. During the first half of the year it issued four bonds, three green bonds and one 

social bond, for an amount of €3 billion and £500 million. This brings the total number of 

issuances in the Green and Social Bond market to seven since 2019, for a total volume of €6 

billion and £500 million. This makes CaixaBank the financial institution with the largest 

volume of ESG bonds in the euro market. 

CaixaBank is one of the financial institutions most committed to sustainability, given that its 

Socially Responsible Banking Plan covers five significant principles of action that include a 

direct contribution to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.  

Through its initiatives, the Bank is supporting environmentally friendly initiatives and projects 

that contribute to preventing and mitigating climate change and to encouraging the transition 

to a low-carbon economy and social development. 
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APPENDIX 

1H 2021 EMEA Green & ESG Loan League Table - Top Tier Lender  

Rank Lender Parent  Volume (m) (USD)  Total Deals 

1 Credit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank SA [Credit Agricole CIB]                          8,338.63  54 

2 BNP Paribas SA                          7,673.30  60 

3 UniCredit                          6,077.74  44 

4 Deutsche Bank AG                          6,006.88  41 

5 Caixabank SA                          5,902.54  41 

6 Societe Generale SA                          5,852.98  48 

7 Citi                          5,429.74  37 

8 HSBC Banking Group                          5,327.81  39 

9 Banco Santander SA                          5,094.06  40 

10 ING Group                          4,700.63  38 

11 JP Morgan                          4,660.01  32 

12 BofA Securities                          4,458.60  33 

13 Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc                          4,242.00  29 

14 Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group Inc                          4,023.38  31 

15 Natixis SA                          4,021.13  25 

16 Mizuho Financial Group Inc                          3,818.99  26 

17 Barclays                          3,718.07  28 

18 Intesa Sanpaolo SpA [ISP]                          3,578.38  24 

19 Commerzbank AG                          3,449.09  27 

20 Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA [BBVA]                          3,311.46  30 

Source: Refinitiv 

 


